Some of you may know what Interventional Radiology is, heard of it or are just your classic curious premed! We are here to show you the light and share with you a glimpse into the wonderful world of interventional radiology!

Medical Student Council

MSC

where medical students from every level connect on different research opportunities, online projects & initiatives, medical education and more!

Society of Interventional Radiology

a place to learn more about the field, find opportunities and stay connected

http://rfs.sirweb.org

Tips for what YOU can do NOW to get involved

- Shadow, see “Guide to shadowing in IR” on RFS webpage
- Browse SIR RFS webpage
- RSF YouTube “IR Education”
- Visit SIR
- Sound of IR podcast
- Find a mentor, look at RFS leadership for local connections
- Find local IR symposia
- Network via social media such as Twitter, follow @SIRRFS

IRPREMEDOUTREACH@GMAIL.COM